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Student Affairs Assessment Council 
Agenda 

July 9, 2008 
 
 

Attendance:  And favorite summer goodie?? 
Name Favorite Summer Goodie 

Melissa Yamamoto Fresh blueberries and cherries 
Angi Baxter Peaches 

Rick DeBellis Bing Cherries 
Eric Hansen Fresh organic strawberries 
Jo Alexander Strawberries! 

Adry Clark The berries 
Kent Sumner  
Jodi Nelson Gooseberry Pie 

Kami Hammerschmith Ice cream 
Michele Ribeiro Berries (particularly blueberries and cherries) 

Beth Dyer Cherries 
Jennifer Niña Strawberry shortcake 

Rebecca Sanderson All the berries (blue, straw, black, marion, 
cherries, etc.) 

 
A second look at our retreat:  
The group discussed our learning areas (e.g., effective communication, healthy living, active 
citizenship and responsibility, interpersonal and intrapersonal competence, critical thinking and 
analytical skills, attitude of inquiry) in relation to the AAC & U  LEAP learning areas (e.g., 
Knowledge of human cultures and the physical world, intellectual and practical skills, personal 
and social responsibility, and integrative learning).  In general the group decided that at this 
time, the learning areas defined by the SAAC fit with the LEAP learning areas.  Though, there 
was agreement that at some future time, there may be a need to review the learning areas in 
light of other developments that could occur. 
 
Further group discussion focused on the fact that our learning areas are related and thus are 
not mutually exclusive in nature.  Therefore we may have some outcomes that bridge more than 
one area.  Our goal is to define outcomes however, that can be measured and thus may be 
measured in more than one way depending on the goal area that it is being related to. 
 
The group then discussed how we might want to proceed in our agreed upon learning and 
development work plan for this next year.  The upshot of that discussion was that we would use 
time in the assessment council to develop and look at specific learning outcomes that might be 
relevant to specific departments and that link to the learning areas.  We will start with Effective 
Communication and ask that those departments whose work focuses at least in part on some 
type/element of effective communication bring those outcomes and we as a council will work 
with them to refine, etc.  Then, the group will work on developing assessment methods to 
evaluate the degree to which students attained the desired outcomes. 
 
Issues we want to discuss with Larry in August: 
 
The group talked about those areas that we wanted to discuss with Larry next month when he 
attends our Assessment Council meeting.   
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1. LEAP learning areas and Student Affairs learning areas and how we intend to proceed and 
focus our efforts this year. 

 
2. Creating position papers—what are those and how do we write one?  What topics does he 

have in mind? 
 
3. What we want to talk with Larry about:  (Council members are asked to consider the 

questions below and to talk about those areas that we know about, etc.  This may be a way 
to begin to tell our story in a sort of group way). 

 a.  What have we learned as a group over the last few years? 
 b.  What have we learned about alignment group work and assessment? 
 c.  What have we learned at conferences in terms of where we stand? 
 d.  What have we learned about students. 
 
4.  What questions does he have for us?   
5.   What has he seen or learned from our assessment work? 
 
   
Scheduling for the September training on Student Voice--?? 
 
Schedule on either Wed afternoon or Thurs morning after Labor Day.  Rebecca will try to get the 
computer lab in the Academic Success Center for the Student Voice training. 
 
 
 
 
Next meeting, August 6, 2008 from 9-10:30am in the President’s Conference Room, Kerr: 


